
Materials provided Label artwork Packaging artwork Color Proof: Self packaging: Other:

Production title:

Vinyl size: Vinyl weight:

Master cut: Renewal guarantee:

Ordering person:

Ring text side. A: Playback speed side A:

Ring text side. B: Playback speed side B:

Order for VINYL records
XDISC S.A. ul. Heliotropów 45/53, 04-796 Warszawa
tel. +48 885-885-549, www.x-disc.pl

Test pressing: Test pressing quantity

Variants The total amount

1 Effect:  1 quantity:

2 Effect:  2 quantity:

3 Effect:  3 quantity:

4 Effect:  4 quantity:

VAT no:

Address:

Company name:

Sign of ordering person

Packaging: Inner / weight

Outer / weight

Sealing: Delivery:

Delivery address:

Price per unit:Advance payment:

Comments 
to order:

Payment deadline:

New order

Reorder

Trader: Date:

Base color  Additional color

DECLARATION OF THE CONTRACTING PARTY
I (we) confirm that I have all the rights (copyright, related) to reproduce on VINYL records the material in the amount specified above. I (we) certify 
that I am / we are entitled to the material that has been produced by me (our Company) or for which I (we) have a license from the rights holder. 
In the event of any objections from a third party, I will provide (we) upon request of XDISC all necessary information regarding the rights to the 
above-mentioned. material. In the event that XDISC incurs any losses caused by a legal defect in the material (costs of compensation, litigation, 
etc.), (we) undertake to cover them in full. In matters not otherwise agreed by the Parties - in the scope of concluding and performing the sales /
delivery agreement at XDISC, the General Commercial Terms and Conditions, available at the following link: https://x-disc.pl/wp-content/
uploads/2023/03/2018.09.20-OWH-XDISC-wersja-angielska.pdf
To fill in the form correctly, you need the free Adobe Acrobat Reader program, downloadable from the official website Adobe

Proofing

Other

Yes No

Color proofing for better color consistency of 
printing on packaging components.

/

/

https://get.adobe.com/pl/reader/
https://x-disc.pl/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/2018.09.20-OWH-XDISC-wersja-angielska.pdf
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